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Abstract
The shortest circular-path problem is similar to the ordinary shortest path
problem, but instead of specifying a distinguished starting and end node, the path
has to form a closed loop. This problem has several applications in optimization
problems as they occur in image segmentation or shape matching. We propose
a new algorithm to compute shortest circular paths on planar graphs that has
a typical computation time of O(|V | log |V |) and a worst case complexity of
O(|V | log2 |V |). The fastest previously known algorithm for this problem has
an average computation time of O(|V | log2 |V |) and a worst case performance of
O(|V |2 log |V |).
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Introduction

Computing shortest paths in graphs is a well-studied problem with numerous applications in coding (Viterbi decoding), optimization, networking, and pattern analysis. A
closely related problem is the computation of shortest circular paths, i.e. closed paths
for which no specific start node or end node is known. This problem arises in several areas like video-object segmentation [2], or shape matching [4]. Surprisingly, the problem
of shortest circular paths has so far received little attention. Previously proposed algorithms include the Multiple Search Algorithm (MSA) or the Image Patching Algorithm
(IPA) [5]. However, MSA has a high computational complexity of O(|V |3/2 log |V |),
where |V | is the number of nodes, and the IPA cannot guarantee to find the optimal
solution. The fastest previously known algorithm for this problem is a branch-andbound algorithm [1] with an average computation time of O(|V | log2 |V |) and a worst
case performance of O(|V |2 log |V |).
We propose a new algorithm for computing shortest circular paths with a computation complexity of only O(|V | log |V |) in the average case and O(|V | log2 |V |) in the
worst case. Note that the average computation complexity of our algorithm is optimal since it equals the complexity of the standard shortest path problem. For graphs
with nodes on a regular lattice, the computation time of our algorithm can be further
reduced with dynamic-programming techniques to only O(|V |) in the average case.
The paper first introduces the shortest circular-path problem in Section 2 and
derives some basic properties of shortest paths in Section 3. The new algorithm is
described in Section 4 and its computational complexity is analysed in Section 5.
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(a) Circular-grid graph.

(b) General planar graph.

Figure 1: Two graphs with examples of valid circular paths (dark nodes). In each, an
example cut-path (path between inside and outside face) is indicated.
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Shortest circular-path problem

Let G = (V, E) be a planar graph with nodes V and edges E. Furthermore, the graph
is assumed to be embedded in the plane with two of its faces denoted as FI , FE (see
Fig. 1). We denote any path connecting FI and FE a cut-path p̄. Furthermore, we
define that a cyclic path ṗ = vi
vi is a circular path on the graph G if ṗ and any
cut-path p̄ have at least one node in common. Intuitively, this means that a circular
path ṗ separates the faces FI (interior) and FE (exterior).
Instead of computing a shortest circular path on the original graph, it is convenient
to transform it first into a corridor graph. The construction of the corridor graph can
be imagined as cutting the original ring-shaped graph along a cut-path to obtain a
lane-shaped graph. Formally, this construction can be described as follows.
Construction (corridor graph): Let G = (V, E) be a planar graph and p̄ =
v1 v2 · · · vN a cut-path between FI and FE , consisting of the nodes V̄ = {v1 , . . . , vN }.
Furthermore, we assume the following property of G: if Vn is the set of nodes adjacent
to nodes in V̄ , then Vn comprises exactly two connected components Vl , Vr . If G has
this property, we can transform G into a corridor graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) as follows. We
0
set V 0 = V ∪ V̄ 0 , where V̄ 0 = {v10 , . . . , vN
} forms a copy of V̄ . The edges are defined as
E 0 = (E \(Vr × V̄ ) ) ∪ {{vi ∈ Vr , vk0 ∈ V̄ 0 } | {vi , vk } ∈ E}.
{z
}
| {z }
|
cut graph be-

(1)

reconnect Vr with V̄ 0

tween Vr and V̄

This copies the nodes V̄ on the cut-path to V̄ 0 and reconnects the adjacent nodes Vl and
Vr such that Vl connects only to V̄ , and Vr only to V̄ 0 . The construction is visualized
in Fig. 2.
Within the corridor graph, searching for a circular path can be described easily as
searching for a path from the “left side” V̄ to the right side V̄ 0 with the additional
constraint that a path starting at vi must end in vi0 . Even though a general planar
graph can be transformed into a corridor graph by cutting along any arbitrary cutpath, care must be taken because the shortest circular-path algorithms operating on
the corridor graph can only find paths that do not cross the cut-path more than once.
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(a) The circular input graph is cut into a laneshaped corridor graph.
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Figure 2: The input graph is cut along a cut-path to get a corridor graph.
The computation of a suitable cut-path is included in the main description of our
algorithm.
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Preliminary considerations about shortest paths

In the construction of our algorithm, we repeatedly make use of the following theorem
about shortest paths.
Theorem: Let G = (V, E) with V = {vi }i be a graph and let u = vi1 vi2 . . . vin and
w = vk1 vk2 . . . vkm be two minimum-cost paths. Then we can state that if u and w have
two nodes vp and vq in common, there is a path w0 = vk1 . . . vkm with the same cost as
w, which has a common subpath su = vp
vq with path u.
Proof: If su and sw have equal cost, there is nothing to show. Hence, assume that the
two subpaths su , sw between vp and vq have different cost. Then, the cost of either su
or sw must be lower than the other. Let us assume that the cost of su is lower than the
cost of sw . But then w cannot have minimum cost, because the cost can be lowered by
replacing the subpath sw with su .

As a direct consequence of this theorem, we can state the following two corollaries.
Corollary 1: Minimum-cost paths cross at most once.1
1

In fact, minimum-cost paths can cross more than once, but there is always a path of similar cost
that does not cross more than once. Hence, when searching for a minimum-cost path, we can assume
that they do not cross more than once.
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Figure 3: Overview of the shortest circular-path algorithm.
Corollary 2: If two paths share a common starting node, both paths will share a
common subpath to their end node until both paths split. After the split, the paths
will not cross.
Our algorithm also exploits one property of the Dijkstra algorithm, which is employed in our algorithm to compute ordinary shortest paths. We use the fact that the
Dijkstra algorithm not only computes the shortest path between two nodes, but the
full shortest-path tree to all nodes, rooted at the starting node.
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Shortest Circular-Path Algorithm

Step 1: Transform graph into corridor graph
The first step of our algorithm (see also Fig. 3) is to cut the graph to create a corridor
graph as introduced in Section 2. The important point is that it must be ensured that
the path p̄, along which the graph is cut open, does not cross the circular path more
than once. This can be achieved by computing a shortest path between the nodes of
the faces FI and FE . Because of Corollary 1, this path will cross the circular path
exactly once.
The problem of finding a shortest circular path is now reduced to finding the shortest
path vi
vi0 between the set of nodes V̄ and V̄ 0 . In the following, we draw V̄ and V̄ 0
on the left and right sides of the corridor graph (Fig. 4).

Step 2: Compute two initial bounding paths
In the next step, the shortest path between v1 and v10 , labelled (a), and the shortest
0
path between vN and vN
, path (b), is computed, where N = |V̄ | = |V̄ 0 |. Often, these
two paths (a) and (b) will touch like shown in Fig. 4, e.g., because the edges in the
center of the graph have a low cost.

Step 3/Case 1: Bounding paths do touch
For the case that the two bounding paths touch, the shortest circular path (c) can
be computed immediately, because it is known that (c) also has the common subpath
vl
vr . Hence, the shortest circular path can be obtained by computing the ordinary
shortest path between vr and vl , within the area between (a) and (b), as indicated
by the dashed line in Fig. 4. Note that the search for vr
vl can be implemented
more efficiently by searching backwards from vl
vr . In this case, the search can be
restricted to the left area, since the shortest-path tree for the right area, rooted at vr ,
is already known from the previous search.
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Figure 4: (Step 3/Case 1) The initial shortest paths (a) and (b) have a common subpath
vl
vr . In this case, the shortest circular path (c) can be computed directly in one
more step by connecting vr with vl through a shortest path (dashed line).

Step 3/Case 2: Bounding paths do not touch
Case 2 uses a recursive approach to continuously split the graph into smaller graphs
until the shortest circular-path problem can be solved similarly as in Case 1.
The input of each recursion is an input graph which is bounded to the top and
bottom by shortest paths (a) and (b). Let us denote the top bounding path (a) as
va
va0 and the bottom bounding path (b) as vb
vb0 . Note that both paths are
2
circular paths and that initially va = v1 and vb = vN . We now compute a shortestpath tree, starting from the middle node vc = v(a+b)/2 at the left side of the graph
(Fig. 5). In one run of the Dijkstra algorithm, we obtain all shortest paths to the
nodes between va0 and vb0 at the right side. Note that we can limit the computation to
the area between the two bounding paths (a),(b).
If we consider the shortest paths between vc and the right side of the graph, we
see that the path vc
va0 obviously joins with (a). As we consider destination nodes
vk0 further down (k > a), there is generally a point from which onwards the shortest
path does not join (a) anymore. In fact, there is a node vA0 , A < c which is the last
node (from top to bottom) for which the shortest path vc
vA0 touches (a). Let us
denote this path as (d), like it is depicted in Fig. 5. Note that this results in a similar
situation as in Case 1. Any circular path vi
vi0 with a ≤ i ≤ A is known to include
the common subpath of (a) and (d). This range is identified as A = [a; A]. We can
now compute the shortest circular path that starts and ends within range A in a single
step, similarly to Case 1 (see Fig. 6).
A symmetrical process can be carried out to find the shortest circular path for the
area B at the bottom of the considered graph. When the shortest circular path in each
of the ranges A and B are known, we have to further consider only the remaining range
in between (Fig. 7). Since we also know the path vc
vc0 , denoted as (c), we can split
the problem for the remaining range recursively, by first considering the graph between
(f) and (c) with start nodes vA+1 , . . . , vc−1 , and similarly the graph between (c) and (g)
with start nodes vc+1 , . . . , vB−1 . Once all shortest circular paths for all ranges of nodes
along the cut are known, we simply select the shortest of them as the global solution.
2

In later recursion steps, va and vb change to the new bounding paths (for example to path (f) and
(c) during recursion 1 or (c) and (g) during recursion 2 in Figure 7).
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Figure 5: A shortest-path tree is computed, starting at vc , which is the node in the
middle of the left side. The bottom-most node vi0 on the right side, for which vc
vi0
0
joins the path (a) is denoted as vA and the corresponding path as (d). Similarly, we
vB0 (e) still joins the
obtain vB0 as the top-most node on the right side, for which vc
path (b). Furthermore, we have computed the circular path vc
vc0 for the center
node vc .
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Figure 6: Given (a) and (d), we know that all shortest circular paths in range A
include the subpath vl
vr . Hence, we search for a shortest path starting from vl in
the indicated direction to vr . This is the shortest circular path within range A. Note
that this search can be restricted to the area between (a) and (d). The path (f) is the
shortest circular path vA
vA0 , which will be used as upper-bound path to further
reduce the graph size in the recursion step.
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Figure 7: Regions A and B are already processed, only shortest circular paths in the
range in between are unknown. This range is processed recursively, first processing the
graph between (f) and (c), and then between (c) and (g).
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Figure 8: Computation times for input graphs for different types of complicated data.
For these complex examples, the computation time of MSA is O(|V |3/2 ), whereas it is
only O(|V |) for the proposed algorithm.
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Computational complexity

In most practical cases, the problem can be processed with Step 3/Case 1, such that
only three ordinary shortest-path searches have to be conducted. Using the Dijkstra
algorithm with a heap implementation, each search takes O(|V | log |V |) time, since the
graph is planar. Hence, the total running time is also just O(|V | log |V |).
The computation time for Step 3/Case 2 is more complicated to determine, because
it is directly depending on the input data. In the worst-case, every shortest circular
path crossing the cut is independent and must be computed. However, the size of the
graph in the recursion is only about half the size of the input graph. This gives a total
number of nodes to be processed of approximately
log |V̄ |

X
i=0

2i

|V | log |V |
= |V | · log |V | · (log |V̄ | + 1).
2i

(2)

Furthermore, nodes from the ranges A and B can be excluded, so that the actual
computation time is usually lower. Note also that the cut-path is determined such
that it is short, which makes |V̄ | small.
A special, but important case is formed by trellis-shaped graphs with directed edges.
For this type of graph, the shortest-path search using the Dijkstra algorithm can be
replaced by a more simple dynamic programming approach, which processes the nodes
column by column. This reduces the computation time for an ordinary shortest-path
search to O(|V |) instead of O(|V | log |V |) for the Dijkstra algorithm on general planar
graphs. In total, we then obtain a practical computation time of only O(|V |) for the
shortest circular-path search and a worst case of O(|V | log |V |).

Experimental verification
To justify the estimation of computation time, we conducted experiments to compute
the shortest circular path through a rectangular image, folded to a cylinder. In the first
experiment, we took a square-shaped natural image with costs taken from the pixel
luminance. The shortest circular path horizontally crossing the image was computed
for different sizes of the input image. In the second experiment, we used rectangular
grid graphs that are 10 times longer than wide with edge weights set to random values.
In a final experiment, we synthesized an input with alternating high-cost and low-cost
rows, which results in a problem close to the worst-case. In all experiments, we used
directed edges arranged in a regular way, such that a fast shortest-path search with
dynamic programming can be applied.
The measured computation times for both algorithms are depicted in Figure 8.
It is clearly visible that the MSA algorithm has a complexity of O(|V |3/2 ), while the
proposed algorithm usually runs in only O(|V |) time. A computation time that comes
close to the worst case could only be reached with the synthetically constructed input.
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Conclusions

This paper proposed a new algorithm for computing shortest circular paths in planar
graphs. In practical cases, the described algorithm has the same computational complexity as the ordinary shortest-path algorithm employed within the shortest circular
path algorithm. Hence, when using the Dijkstra algorithm, a practical computation
time of O(|V | log |V |) is achieved, while O(|V |) can be achieved using dynamic programming or specialized algorithms for shortest paths in planar graphs [3]. The worst-case
performance is a factor log |V | larger than in the practically occuring case, but even
for difficult inputs, the computation time is close to the typical case.
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